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UNIVERSITY OF LA TROBE, 11 MAY 1977

OCCASIONAL ADDRESS BY THE HONOURABLE MR. JUSTIcE KIRBY,
CnAIRMAN OF THE AySTRALIAN LAW REFORM COMMISSION

AT A CEREMONY OF CONFERRING OF DEGREES

INTERDISCIPLINARY LAW REFOR[~

INTRODUCTION AND CONGRATULATIONS TO GRADUATES

~lr. Chancellor, Yice;-Chanc,ellor·, -Members.of .th.e Council,

Members of the University, ladies and gentlemen.

The.~e ~r~._.~e~t~·;~ t-hi'~g_~. t.hat"h~~~_ t.o be done by

the occasional speaker at .~C:~ ~~_re~ony such as this. Because

they have to be done makes them no .less p~easurable.

The first is to express a proper sense o~ the honour
which it undoubtedly is to -be invited by this vital university

to take part in such an occasion ~s. this. For a mere New

South We,lshman it is a special ·honour which is not lost on

me.

The second thing to be done is to. remind ourselves

of the significance of the occasion. We gather here today in

a ceremony at least as old as the Christian era, to place

before the international community of schqlars,- new recruits

who have earned their laurels by a period of dedicated

application to the study of knowledge. Inescapably, in that

study, t~e graduates have acquired discipline and a measure

of wisdom. They are sent forth by the university to the'

community, with the commendation of their degrees. They join

the international community of tested scholars. The precise

form of the ceremony traces its origin to the medieval church

ana the laying on of hands:by which authority was transmitted
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from one generation to the next. On an occasion such as ~his,

it is importan~ to pause and reflect upon the continuity of

scholarship.

Thirdly, it falls to me" to c9ngratulate th~ n~w

graduates. Irtevitab~y; I feel a sense of community with them.

It does not seem so very lon~ agQ_ that: I was sitting in a like

position to them, listening to an occasional address and

wondering what the future heict'in s~ore. There is no escaping

it. This is a watershed~ in the-'life of the new members of this

university. It is a time When at least one period of concentrated
study is over. It is therefore a time when the scholar is

permitted a modicum of se~f-congratulation~-

I am ~ot so f~r-re~?~ed' from your position to have

forgotten the rigours that "are -imposed upon those who pursue a

university education today. When nostalgia sets in, it all

seems an idyllic time.' - But in ~~~y ways univer~ity life has

become more difficul~ today. Th~re are quotas to be met. There

are restrictions to be overcome. The~e are rules against

failure to be circumvented. Always. there is competition to be

faced. All~of these have doubtless taken their tol~, ~n one

way or ~another, 'upon the· young men and women who sit in this

hall today.

In most cases, the burden has not been borne singly.

The.family, parents, friends, husbands and wives, children and

colleagues have all played their part. They have helped to

share the burden. The reward is here today. This is an

occasion for proper, shared pride. That is why we involve the

families and friends of the graduates in the commuriity of

scholars in this ceremony. It is a recognition of the

contributions they have made to the achievement that is signalled

by this occasion.

On behalf of the community and on my own behalf I

extend congratulations to the graduates and thanks to those who

helped th~m on the path to this culmination of their study. The

community is proud of the graduates. But it is also gratefUl to

those who supported them.
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In all of the matters that come before us we must

confront rapid change, including change promoted by science and

technology.

it

of instability and

wi~l not simply

a P?riod

time;butIt is an uncomfortable

ANEW AGE OF REFORM
Having discharged my primary tasks, it is nOH my

function to sa;.someihfng ~f general signifi~ance~- The only

requirement is that I must be brief in the process. For .five

years I sat as a Member of "the Senate of Sydney University

andartended in that time-at least :thirty. c.er.e~onies '~.uch as

this. Thirty times, an occasional spea~er'pose in his place'

to address the- a'ssembled university. It is' a sobering thought

as I stand here before you tonight, that r' can~ot call to

rnind"a single uttera~ce': not'on~ i~ern of dis~illed wisdom;

no aphorisms; not' a' single jest of any of th'e ~hirty occasional

speakers. Cicero told the Rornans.that"he·preferred tongue-tied

knowlegge. ::0 ~g_nor~nt loquac:l.~~_~,::" P~OPlt<in my' p~sition do well
to observe his maxim.

disruption.

go away.

Every informed citizen, b~t esp~ci~ily, I imagine,

the behavioural scientists amongst you, will know that the law

is in the throes of a major periqd of reform. It has been

called ITa crisis ll
• It is certainly

LAW Vs. SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
,Nowadays, it is ~he obligation primarily of

Parliaments to- keep. the legal system abreas,t of changing

circumstances and values. One of the new instrum~nts, developed

especially in the last decade, to assist Parliaments in

accommOdating the law to change, is the Law. ~eform Commission.

As you have he~T'd;- f'"am the' Chairman of 'the national

Law Re-form Commission. '-The t9.sk of the Commission is to reform,

modernise and 'simplify t~~ la~~' of the Commapwealth of

·Australia·. - n~eform';' does ~ot'neciessa;iiy ~ean-'~hange. Indeed,

it implies' sofu~ .degr~e <S'f'·conserv~ti~ri.' To lIre form" pr:esupposes

the pr"eservaii6n of that whi~h···is- being-' reforme~;: saving it
and adapting'it'to new'"~i~c~~ta:~~~s~" ",-.-, ,.~-:-.,:: .... _~.. -'- .-

, ".'.
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Ta~e the ta~k we received to devise a new law to

govern criminal investigation.- A Bill based on the Commissiqn's

re.port is presently before the Federai Parliament'. Lt has

attracted the ire of 'every Police Commissioner in the country.

But most of the criticism ;.s directed at the attempt to

bring the benefits of science- and technology into the sensitive

relationships between 'police and the citizen. Why "should 'we

continue- to ·do t~ings as Robert Peel did in 1830 London? Why~

"should the criminal investigation .procedu.re nat"catch tlP with

the advances of 'science?

We proposed, for example, statutory provisions to

encourage the use. of' tape ...t>ecordin~ of~confe5sional evidence

by police. President Nixon found how devastating and damming

tape recording can be. So will othe~.criminals.

We proposed the_photography of identification parades,

the use of telephones to allow judicial officers to superintend

police bail decisions, the issu~·of. warrants and so on .
.- -,.~

Those who attempt to preserve antique p~ocedures in

such an importan~ area of the citizen's relationship with

authority, do nothing but bring the law into disrepute and

contempt. The Attorney-General was .. surel'y right when he said,

intrOducing the Bill,

liRe sistance to the, use of methods [of science

and technology] that can fairly end controversy

are bound, in the end., to fair'.

Take also the task we have to devise new protection

for the individual's privacy in the Commonwealth 1 s sphere. The

Australian community is alerted to the need to protect privacy

as an attribute of the autonomy of the individual in at least

a few personal and spiritual concerns, if necessary in defiance

of the pressures of modern society. In the past.generatio~, a

scientific and technological explosion has produced sense

enhancing devices and the computing resource, all of which promise

major effects on the lives of the graduates leaving this· hall

today. Changes will occur not only in the relationships between
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.individuals. They will affec~ the knowl~?ge which government

and busine~s enterprises can rapidly assemble about each of us.

The areas of sec"lusion w5..1i' b-e er~-d~d, fa:i~'ly' rapidly,
. .: _.: . ~' - 0"'-". - _. :- -.' '.' . ',' :. or. """~. '•. ~- •

unless we are prepared t.~ pu~ a val~~ on privacy. In 1950

there were sixty instrurnent-s worth the name llcornputer" in the

whole world. By 1984, it is predicted that there will be

one hundred thousand computers in Australia alone. They can

operate at one thousand ti~~~ the speed and one hundredth

the cost of computers fifteen years ago. Data can be retrieved

from the c~mp~terl~ me~o;y at the rate of fo;ty mill~on
characters a second.

How does 'I~h_e l~'~"co~-~' with"afu-~~~s 6f this revol~tionary
ma~nitude? ~. Paul :ri·:I:.;J..i~~_;.;on~:-::~,f.~he. 'renovmed' th~oiogi'ans of

our time, describe~,~~w as Ilt_~e attempt to .impose .what belonged

to a special time, on all times". By its nature, the' law tends

to deal. in absolut:es. It res.t,s ,.lIpOn, "t,he sea}='cl1-. for certainty". . . . '. ,-_.

and predictability. . Itaddr~:pses: it~, aUdie.n~e.at one .time, in
the t~~ms of-'v'~l~~'~~~hi~h-~;~ ·-s·t~t:~~i""·'f~r··~ll<ti~:~:.··-:.uhcomfo~tablY

. . ..,--
for the law, times change' never more than at the present .

.",. '~' J -: ''''~

~nother task before the Law Reform Commission
illustrates··:~h~;'·sa~e;··-p~~·Pl·~~:. How sho~ld· the law adjust itself

to the ~ge of human tis~~e and organ, tra~splantation? Here,

medical science and surgical technrques render the law of

assault and battery irrelevant or positively obstructive. The

legal definition of death in terms of circulation of the blood,

important in ,the practical operation of transplantation, is

likewise outmoded by modern ventilators a~d other means of

artificial respiration. Rapid developments in immunology are

just around the corner. Withi~ the forseeable future, it will

be perfectly possible to develop a human f~etusartificially

and to promote genetic planning of a highly selective kind.

Should questions such as this be left to the narrow group of

~cienti~ts and experts who, with all good will, may be blinded

by t~chnical advances from seeing the social implications of

what they are doing? Such questions are complex, sensitive

and to some even hurtful. Some members of themed~cal profession

wou£d seek to keep the law out of these questions. But issues
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of lif~ and death, of human dignity andrespect_, are to<:

important for the law to forfeit its role as educator and

guardian. Law reform bodies can help the law to find iTs proper

role.

INTERDISCIPLINARY CONTACT
I hav.e mentioned only three of tne matters that are

before~my Commission. 7hey demonstrate the ob~igation now

cast upon the- lawyer, to put aside la\vyers 1 introspection and

to relate the law to the dazzling changes that are taking place

in science. In all of the tasks" before the Commission, we

have secu~ed the appointment by the At~orney-General of" a full

range- of consultants. In the Privacy Re~erence, the Law

Commissioners sit down as equ~ls with computer scientists,

socio~ogists and"psyc0ologists. In the Transplant Reference,

we bring togeth~~ round the same table medical practitiqners,

paramedicals,; theologians an~"" p}1ilosophers. Interdisc iplinary

contact is a bracing experlence," but a necessary one" if laws

rel~vant for the 21st' century" are to be" drawn.

Isolation and self-congratulat~6n by lawers of the

next gen~ration w~ll gi~~ way t~ ~n'i~terdisciplinarydialogue

with ~ther professions, in the framing of laws. These are

developments forced upon judges and other lawyers by an- age of

rapid change in which the law itself and the rule of-law are

under question. In designing the Australian society of the

future, scientists cannot develop their skills, washing their

hands of the social and ethical consequences of their work.

If they do so, they will deliver us all to the authoritarian

state. But lawyers must" lift their sights from self-satisfied

preoccupation with the past and play their part in constantly

renewing the legal system, identifying and correcting its faults

and adapting it t~ the great challenges of science and technology.

The gift of education which you have received at the

hands "of this university requires you all to spare a thought,

even on this happy occasion, to these vital questions.

!' f 
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